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Regardless of office size, there is always a responsibility to provide a safe and clean
environment for employees and visitors. COBA Africa is proud to offer a collection of floor
level safety and hygiene products for the modern office. Choosing quality first time gives
you peace of mind and saves you time and money in the long run.
Our History

Service

COBA has been providing effective, and innovative,

Our experienced team of matting experts are on hand to

matting and flooring solutions for over 30 years. In

talk with you and determine the best product solution for

this time, we have expanded and refined a range

your environment, so that your investment is rewarded.

of dependable products, ideal for the office.
Solutions
Our Passion

Our product range offers an option for every budget and

Floor mats are an often-overlooked item, but if the right

situation. It broadly spans comfort standing mats for

product is applied first time, the benefits can be felt

personnel in the workplace, loose lay and fitted entrance

further down the line – from initial cost savings through

mats, floor tapes, and other floor safety accessories.

to reduced cleaning or even improved productivity.
Next Day Delivery
Our Reach

We are able to offer next day delivery on stock

As part of the international COBA group, which has

items – please request when placing your order.

localised facilities in the UK, Europe and South Africa,

Standard delivery is 2-3 working days. [EU]

our customers have the reassurance that they are
dealing with a professional, global name with a longestablished heritage in the floor matting industry.
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Next day delivery available on selected products. [SA]

THE ISSUES

Health and Wellbeing
An increasingly hot topic in recent years, the health and wellbeing of
workers is not only important, but if properly managed can provide
return value through reduced absenteeism and staff turnover.

Slips and Trips
Still the largest cause of accidents in the workplace, serious
injury can occur in an instant. Effective entrance matting
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o
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then further protect you from this costly hazard.

dirt once inside a building and it’s possible for 1

Safety Knives

o

Bespoke Logo Matting

o

Internal Entrance Mats

Cleaning Costs
It can cost Thousands of Rands to remove 1kg of

Non-slip floor accessories

Entrance Mats
o

risk. Non-slip accessories throughout the building

Non-Slip flooring

Floor level safety accessories
o

can reduce walked in dirt and moisture, greatly reducing

person to walk in 0.58 grams of dirt per day.

16-19

1,000 people in 20 days generate 11kg.
Entrance matting can reduce walked

in dirt by up to 90%.

External Entrance Mats & Specialist Matting
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COBA’s unique vision is to be a growing and caring organisation

Quality, Engineering, Design, Delivery, Service and Management

striving to achieve better results, year on year. We will achieve

of all products, coupled with the lowest cost achievable through

this by blending investment programs in all business activities,

never ending development and continuous improvement. To

using modern equipment and systems with dedicated and highly

achieve this, we will ensure that activities will be conducted safely

competent people in all areas.

and do everything we can to ensure the continued health of our
employees and customers. We will act responsibly in relation to

By working in partnership with our employees, customers and

the environment and will work towards the principles

suppliers, we strive towards achieving world class leadership in

of sustainability.

Global Supply Chain

Supply Chain Solutions

In Store Support

COBA Africa’s key mission is to market
and provide the most comprehensive
range of high quality products
using a unique blend of technical
expertise and highly skilled service
such that we completely fulfil our
customers’ buying experiences.

With COBA sales offices and
distribution facilities in Cape Town
and Johannesburg, our business
is strategically positioned to
efficiently supply and support
customers throughout South
Africa, from the North West of the
region to the Western Cape.

Our merchandising services take
brand offerings to the next level,
creating excitement around products,
services and brands at store level.
Our dedicated sales team is always
available to support the sales and
merchandising staff who ‘make it
happen’ on the retail shop floor.
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Standing Mats

Improving standing comfort and safety

For decades, COBA Africa has been a market leader in safety matting,
and today we offer one of the most comprehensive ranges for all

types of working environments, from industrial to catering and retail.

Whether it is to reduce slipping or provide fatigue relief from standing,
we have a solution to suit a wide variety of budgets and needs.
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Orthomat® range of standing mats

The facts:
Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) are injuries or conditions affecting the
movement of the human body, including both lower and upper limbs.
MSDs are the most common occupational disease in the European
Union. They can, in many cases, be prevented.
Over 40 million workers in Europe are affected by MSDs

attributable to their work, costing some 240 billion euros per

year in lost productivity. (Source: European Agency for Safety
and Health at Work.)

EU member states are set to see 50% of their population
diagnosed with an MSD by 2030. (Source: Fit for Work
Europe Coalition, The Work Foundation)

Orthomat® Office

1. Dimensions

The Science behind Orthomat® Office

Handy size for ease of handling making
lifting and moving an effortless task. Fits
into most office workstations.

The cushioning encourages regular foot movement
(even in static positions) as the feet subtly adapt
to the mat’s surface, which helps circulation. This

2. Anti-Fatigue

Helps to delay the onset of pain and
tiredness otherwise experienced from
standing on hard or firm floor surfaces.

subtle movement forces the foot and calf muscles
to expand and contract, which activates the Venous
Pump, pushing blood back up to the heart, as
happens naturally when we walk. This makes

3. Design

standing on Orthomat® Office more comfortable than

Carefully designed incorporating highdensity foam to provide just the right
balance between cushioning and foot
support for users of standing desks.

on a hard surface. Standing in one position on hard
surfaces puts extra pressure on the walls of veins
making the heart work harder and causing feet to
swell; conditions that can lead to pain and physical

2

4. Material

fatigue/injury. Orthomat® Office effectively helps to
reduce the pressure, and ultimately the pain.

Made from Polyurethane, a resilient
material renowned for its durability. Can
withstand a wide range of footwear.

3
4

1
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5. Backing
5

Features a textured underside and
gentle bevelled edges to reduce trip
hazards, while creating a neat ‘anti-curl’
finish that sits flush to the floor.

Orthomat® range of standing mats

Orthomat® Office

The new standard in standing at work
Carefully designed incorporating high-density foam to provide just the
right balance between cushioning and foot support for users of standing
desks. - Helps to delay the onset of pain and tiredness otherwise
experienced from standing on hard or firm floor surfaces. - Features a
textured underside and gentle bevelled edges to reduce trip hazards,
while creating a neat ‘anti-curl’ finish that sits flush to the floor. - Made
from Polyurethane, a resilient material renowned for its durability. Can
withstand a wide range of footwear. - Handy size for ease of handling
making lifting and moving an effortless task. - Product Height: 16mm
Size

Black

0.5m x 0.8m

OO010001

Orthomat® Standard

The original fatigue fighter
Single layer foam anti-fatigue workplace mat with textured surface.
- Ideal for light to medium use in dry environments. - Safety version
avaialble with bright yellow borders. - Insulates against cold concrete
floors. - Product Height: 9mm
Sizes

Black

Black/Yellow

0.45m x 0.9m

AF010004

-

0.6m x 0.9m

-

AF010701

0.9m x 1.5m

-

AF010702

0.9m x 18.3m

AF010003

AF010703

AF010003C

AF010703C

0.9m x per linear metre
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Non-Slip flooring
Orthomat® Premium

The ultimate in durable anti-fatigue mats
Dual fused layer construction for superior comfort and durability. Tough PVC foam textured top surface for excellent resilience against
wear and tear. - Low density under layer provides extremely effective
underfoot cushioning. - Exceptional fatigue-relief properties – a
real investment for the workplace. - Ideal for demanding locations,
especially where regular turning is involved. - Tapered edges to reduce
trip hazards. - Range of colours available. - Product Height: 12.5mm
Sizes

Black

0.6m x 0.9m

FF010001

0.9m x 1.5m

FF010002

0.9m x 18.3m

FF010003

0.9m x per linear metre

FF010003C

Comfort-Lok

Durable, modular matting
Ideal anti-fatigue matting for greasy or oily
areas. - Hardwearing natural SBR rubber
and nitrile. - Suitable for high temperature
environments. - Comfortable standing surface
for operatives. - Diamond patterned surface
provides underfoot grip. - Conforms to Slip
Resistance Test EN 13552 Category R9. Interlocking modules or single mat (edged all
round). - Product Height: 12.5mm
Sizes

Part Code

0.7m x 0.8m (edged all round)

CL010004

0.7m x 0.8m (interlocking middle piece)

CL010002

0.7m x 0.8m (interlocking end piece)

CL010001

KwikLok

100% Recycled PVC Interlocking Floor Tiles
Easy DIY installation. - Popular low cost flooring for inside the house
or office, playrooms and garages. - No adhesive required. - Made
from recycled PVC – non conductive and fire resistant. - Please note:
This product may discolour and warp if laid in areas exposed to direct
sunlight. - Product Height: 6mm
Tile Size
465mm x 465mm (4 tiles)
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Black
RUBKL64

Safety Accessories

GripSafe

Anti-slip, protective liner
Ideal non-slip liner for work benches, shelves, drawers and trays. - Cushions
and protects components. - Easy to cut and trim to shape. - Manufactured
from PVC foam. - Machine washable. - Product Height: 4mm
Sizes

Black

0.6m x 1.2m

GS010002

0.6m x 10m

GS010001

Knee-Saver

Take the strain out of kneeling
The ideal pad for all those uncomfortable kneeling jobs. - Reduces knee
pain and lower back stress caused by regular kneeling. - Lightweight to
carry – only 0.35 kg per pad – with carrier handle. - Resistant to oils and
chemicals. - Manufactured from closed cell PVC/nitrile blend foam.
Size

Part Code

530mm x 360mm

KS010001
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Floor level safety accessories

Gripfoot

Grit tape, cleats and tiles
for slip-resistance
Abrasive grit ‘anti-slip’ products with selfadhesive backing available in tapes, cleats and
tiles. - Provides additional grip underfoot on
smooth surfaces. - Hardwearing and easy
to install. - Gripfoot Tape – versatile for floor
surfaces, machinery and vehicles. - Gripfoot
Cleats (rectangular) are designed for use on
steps and stairs. - Gripfoot Tiles (square) are
ideal for increasing safety on smooth, tiled
floors. - Hazard version (tape only) in yellow/
black provides high visibility in darkness or low
light conditions. Red/White hazard option also
available. - Conforms to Slip Resistance Test
EN 13552 Category R13
Tapes
25mm x 18.3m

Black

Clear

GF010001

GF020001

50mm x 18.3m

GF010002

GF020002

102mm x 18.3m

GF010003

GF020003

152mm x 18.3m

GF010004

GF020004

140mm x 140mm (10pk)

GF010005

GF020005

152mm x 610mm (10pk)

GF010006

GF020006

Gripfoot Conformable
Foiled backing fits to
irregular surfaces

Abrasive grit ‘anti-slip’ surface tape, cleat or
tiles. - Self-adhesive foiled backing allows
for ‘rolling’ or ‘hammering’ to shape. - Ideal
for diamond treadplates, curved or irregular
surfaces.
Sizes
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Black

50mm x 18.3m

GF010002C

102mm x 18.3m

GF010003C

152mm x 18.3m

GF010004C

140mm x 140mm

GF010005C

152mm x 610mm

GF010006C

Floor level safety accessories

COBAtape

Floor tape for clear definition
Self-adhesive backed PVC floor tape. Designed to effectively mark lines on floors.
- Ideal for factory floors and industrial use. White version is popular for the leisure industry.
- Plain or hazard striped options.

Black

Green

Blue

Red

Yellow

White

50mm x 33m

Size

TP010002

TP040002

TP020002

TP030002

TP070002

TP130002

Hazard

White/Red

Black/Yellow

White/Green

50mm x 33m

TP130302

TP010702

TP130402

Chair Mats

100% Recycled PVC
Interlocking Floor Tiles
An ideal low cost solution for protecting floor
surfaces. - Easy DIY installation - no adhesive
required. - Installation instructions provided.
- Made from recycled PVC – non-conductive
and fire resistant. - Each Chairmat consists
of smooth interlocking tiles and edging. Product Height: 6mm
Tapes

Black

1m x 1m

LGTE010001

1m x 1.5m

LGTE010002
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Floor level safety accessories
CablePro GP

A general purpose cable protector available in 3m or 9m lengths
•
•
•

Reduce trip hazards caused by trailing cables.
Protect cables and wires from being pulled or crushed causing costly damage.
Hazard strip version for increased visibility.

GP1

GP2

GP1 Safety

GP2 Safety

14 mm ±1

30 mm ±2

8 mm ±1

10 mm ±1

11 mm ±1

14 mm ±1

68 mm ±2

83 mm ±2

Data1

Data2
CablePro Data

Multiple channels for telephone,
power or ethernet cables
•
15 mm ±0.6

•

30 mm ±1 20 mm ±1

10 mm ±0.5

14 mm ±0.6

Ideal for keeping multiple cable types
separated.
Seam in base for snapping in cables.

14 mm ±1

10 mm ±1
108 mm ±2

83 mm ±2

HD1

HD2
CablePro HD

Two heavy duty options for areas
with heavy traffic or larger cables
•
•

Ø23 mm ±1

•

30 mm ±1

28 mm ±1

Ø23 mm ±1

127 mm ±2

Tough ramped edges keep cables
protected.
Larger 23mm diameter channels
accommodate heavy duty cables.
Withstands traffic up to 6 tonnes.

156 mm ±2

Technical Specification
Material:

PVC

Environmental Resistance:

Inside / Outside use

Installation Method:

Loose lay

Country of Origin:

China

CablePro Data

Data1

Data2
CablePro HD
HD1

CablePro GP
GP1

Colour

CP010005

Black

CP010013

CP010006

Black/Yellow

GP2 Safety

Black/Yellow
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9m

CP010012

GP1 Safety
GP2

3m

Black
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CP010711

CP010712

CP010701

CP010702

HD2

Colour

3m

Black

CP010010

Black

Colour
Black

Black

CP010011

3m

4.5m

-

CP010009

CP010007

-

9m

CP010003
CP010004
9m

CP010001

CP010002

Floor level safety accessories

CablePro Mat

Mat designed to be laid over cables to reduce trip hazard
•
•
•
•
•
•

Special mat for protection from tripping hazards due to loose cables lying around.
Extremely durable nylon surface in dappled colour shades.
Cleated non-slip backing made from durable nitrile rubber with integrated cable run.
Edge in hazard stripe.
Light-resistant and suitable for underfloor heating.
Anti-static.

Technical Specification
Material:

Nylon

Product Height:

13mm

Environmental Resistance:

Inside use only

UV Resistance:

Yes

Installation Method:

Loose lay

Country of Origin:

China

Size

Part Code

0.4m x 1.2m

CP010701
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Safety Knives

Safety is at the heart of our business
Safety is at the heart of our business. As well as matting, we also offer a
collection of innovative and highly effective safety knives. Choose from

open or closed blade designs, in disposable or replacement blade options.
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Safety Knives

Dispo Lite

High performance lightweight disposable safety knife
with built in tape cutter and ergonomic handle
Suitable for cutting the following:•
•
•
•
•

Shrink wrap
Pallet strapping
Box opening (tape cutting)
Bag opening
Supplied in packs of 25

Also suitable as a safety belt cutter for the emergency services.

AutoSafe

Ultra lightweight safety utility knife with an innovative
pressure sensitive auto retracting blade
Automatic blade retraction on completion of cut
- No possibility of leaving the blade out unattended. - Easy blade
change system – no tools required. - Suitable for left handed and
right handed users. - Comfortable ergonomic grip. - Ultra lightweight
design - 50 grams. - Durable wear resistant plastic.

NEW

Standard Blade

Anti-Stab Blade

Ceramic Anti-Stab
Lasts 10x Longer

Automatic Blade Retraction

Suitable for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Warehouse / Distribution
Picking / Repack operations
Shrink wrap
Boxes
Tape cutting
Bubble wrap

Blade is exposed using
the ergonomic slider...
Easily cuts through

cardboard, banding
or wrapping...
As soon as contact is

lost, blade retracts.
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COBAGRiP®

COBAGRiP® is a range of UV stabilised GRP sheets, treads and

It is manufactured using flame retardant materials. Easy to install,

stair nosing designed to offer exceptional levels of slip-resistance

simply bond or screw to the existing floor surface, COBAGRiP® is

both indoors and out, while having outstanding wear and tear

a cost-effective means of refurbishing damaged or slippery floors.

qualities. It is an ideal underfoot safety solution for pedestrian and

Easy to clean (pressure wash).

factory walkways, access ramps, gangways and bridges.
*Ramp Slip Tested to R13 in accordance with DIN 51130: 2010.
The Silicone Carbide ‘gritted’ top surface provides effective

Pendulum Slip Tested in accordance with BS 7976-2: 2002.

underfoot grip and is resistant to most solvents and chemicals.

COBAGRiP® Stair Nosing

Designed to help prevent slips on stairs
Suitable for use on existing or new-build steps. - Manufactured with
chamfered back edge for additional safety. - Bright colour for visibility
meeting DDA requirements.
Sizes
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Yellow

1.5m x 55mm x 55mm

GRP070003N

1m x 55mm x 55mm

GRP070004N

Entrance Mats

Mats for all reasons and all seasons
From heavy-duty entrance mats to domestic doormats, COBA Africa
has it covered! This section includes contemporary and traditional

designs to suit most budgets, with options in a wide variety of sizes,

colours and wear grades for indoor and outdoor dirt/moisture control.
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Bespoke Logo Matting

CHOOSE
FROM 19
COLOURS

Super Contract Fall

Colour Options

Distinctive looped design matting
The resilient open loop design scrapes dirt from shoes allowing it
to fall through the mat for easy cleaning. - Soft, compounded PVC
looped surface traps dirt, debris and moisture. - Suitable for recessed
matwells, featuring a non-slip mesh backing to prevent shrinkage. - Can
be custom-printed with personalised logos or messages. - Choose
from 20 colours. - Product Height: 15mm
Size

Baby Blue

1.2m x 12m
1.2m x per linear metre

1.2m x 12m
1.2m x per linear metre

1.2m x 12m
1.2m x per linear metre

1.2m x 12m
1.2m x per linear metre

Beige

Black

Blue

LU241212

LU211212

LU011212

LU021212

LU051212

LU211212C

LU011212C

LU021212C

LU051212C

Burgundy

Dark Green

Dark Grey

Gold

Green

LU101212

LU041212

LU111212

LU231212

LU431212

LU101212C

LU041212C

LU111212C

LU231212C

LU431212C

Grey

Lime Green

Navy Blue

Orange

Pink

LU061212

LU421212

LU181212

LU171212

LU261212

LU061212C

LU421212C

LU181212C

LU171212C

LU261212C

Purple

Red

White

Yellow

LU201212

LU031212

LU131212

LU071212

LU031212C

LU131212C

LU071212C

Beige

Black

Blue

Brown

Burgundy

Dark Green

Dark Grey

Gold

Green

Grey

Lime Green

Navy Blue

Orange

Pink

Purple

Red

White

Yellow

Brown

LU241212C

LU201212C

Baby Blue

Spectra Clean

Make an instant impact
The textured top surface provides outstanding scrubbing action, whilst absorbing
moisture to save your floors from dirty footprints. - Enhance this entrance mat by
inserting a custom-made company logo. - Product Height: 11mm

Black 00

Light Beige 02

Golden Beige 05

Dark Brown 13

Brown 18

Size
2m x 23m
2m x per square metre

Charcoal 20

White 23

Grey 27

Wine Red 30

Dark Red 31

2m x 23m
2m x per square metre

Orange 34

Burgundy 35

Yellow 37

Steel Blue 40

Sky Blue 44

2m x 23m
2m x per square metre

2m x 23m
Baby Blue 49

Navy Blue 48

Apple Green 53

Dark Green 58

Purple 90

2m x per square metre

2m x 23m
Pink 91
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2m x per square metre

Black

Light Beige Golden Beige Dark Brown

Brown

SC010001

SC210001

SC220001

SC050001

SC190001

SC010001C

SC210001C

SC220001C

SC050001C

SC190001C

Charcoal

White

Grey

Wine Red

Dark Red

SC110001

SC130001

SC060001

SC320001

SC310001

SC110001C

SC130001C

SC060001C

SC320001C

SC310001C

Orange

Burgundy

Yellow

Steel Blue

Sky Blue

SC170001

SC100001

SC070001

SC250001

SC020001

SC170001C

SC100001C

SC070001C

SC250001C

SC020001C

Baby Blue

Navy Blue

Apple Green

Dark Green

Purple

SC430001

SC180001

SC420001

SC040001

SC200007

SC430001C

SC180001C

SC420001C

SC040001C

SC200007C

Pink

Turquoise

SC260001

SC410001

SC260001C

SC410001C

Entrance Mats
Rampmat

Honeycomb rubber for all seasons
Manufactured from durable NBR rubber
making this a popular doormat suitable for
most climates. - Superior slip resistance
conforming to Slip Resistance Test EN 13552
Category R10. - Raised circular pattern
surface provides grip while scraping dirt and
moisture. - Moulded bevelled edging for
safety and wheeled access. - Material: SBR
rubber. - Product Height: 10mm
Sizes

Black

0.8m x 1.2m

RP010002

0.9m x 1.5m

RP010001

First-Step

Tacky mats for contamination control
A hygienic pad of peel-off adhesive coated, disposable sheets
manufactured from an anti-microbial agent to protect against bacteria,
mould and mildew. - Once applied to the floor the self-adhesive backing
keeps the mat in place. - The ‘tacky’ sheets capture dirt and dust from
footwear and wheeled equipment for contamination control. - When
the top sheet becomes soiled, simply peel off to reveal a clean layer. Adhesive backed pads stick directly to the floor surface.
Size
0.45m x 1.17m

Black
WC000004
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Internal Entrance Mats

Microfibre Doormat

Washable microfibre doormat
with super absorbency
Exceptional multi-action entrance mat using
hygienic microfibre technology. - Superior
‘brushing and wiping’ with ‘rapid dry’
properties – even out performs cotton. Flexible, ultra-fine fibres (even finer than a
human hair) provide deep- cleaning action on
passing footwear. - Effectively penetrates
those hard to reach treads on footwear and
wheeled trollies. - Friction from the fibres
generates a static charge that attracts and
traps dust/debris. - Filament structure creates
a capillary effect for improved dirt retention/
absorbency. - Luxuriously soft pile that looks
smart and will not lint. - Environmentallyfriendly – does not require chemical pretreatment or washing detergents. - Pile
material: Microfibre. - Product Height: 8mm
Sizes
0.9m x 0.6m

Wash & Clean

Economical washable doormat
Stylish, soft-to-the-touch nylon pile doormat. Machine washable at 40 degrees. - Absorbent
to 1.5 litres per m2. - PVC non-slip back. Product Height: 9mm
Black

Grey

900mm x 600mm

Sizes

WAC010001

WAC060001

1200mm x 900mm

WAC010004

WAC060004

1500mm x 900mm

WAC010002

WAC060002

1800mm x 1200mm

WAC010005

WAC060005

Black
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Grey

Black
MF010001

1.5m x 0.9m

MF010002

1.8m x 1.2m

MF010003

Internal Entrance Mats
COBAwash®

Practical, machine washable
A real asset in floor protection for domestic and commercial use. - Easy care, smaller sizes* can be
washed in a domestic washing machine. (All sizes can be washed in an industrial washing machine.)
- Tufted nylon/polyester carpet pile retains up to 3.5 litres/m2 of moisture. - Also traps up to 800g
of debris/dry dust. - Bleach / fade resistant – 11 year warranty against significant colour loss. - Pile
material: nylon/polyester. - Features a robust nitrile backing - Product Height: 9mm
Sizes

Black/Steel

Black/Brown

Black/Blue

0.6m x 0.85m

LM010601

LM010501

LM010201

LM010301

0.85m x 1.5m

LM010602

LM010502

LM010202

LM010302

1.15m x 1.75m

LM010603

LM010503

LM010203

LM010303

Black/Steel

Black/Brown

Black/Red

Black/Blue

Black/Red

Alba Doormat

Going to great lengths to make an entrance
Exceptionally durable nylon carpet. - Ideal for high volume entrance areas,
such as walkways and corridors. - Nylon pile is highly absorbent and also
withstands crushing. - An effective way to protect interior floor surfaces.
- Available with optional edging depending on the requirements of the
application. - Can be used as part of a two step system in heavy traffic
environments. - Application – Loose laid mat. - Product Height: 8.5mm
Size

Anthracite

Grey

2m x per linear metre

AB010008

AB060008

Anthracite

Grey

Coir

Traditional ‘coconut’ dirt-scraper
Traditional natural doormat made from coconut husk fibres. - Coarse
fibres are renowned for their dirt-scraping properties. - Bonded to a
heavy-duty PVC anti-slip backing for minimum movement. - Suitable
for indoor use either on the floor surface or in matwells. - Can be
printed to create logomats. Please contact us for more details. - Pile
material: coconut husk fibres. - Product Height: 17mm or 23mm
Sizes
2m x 12.5m
2m x per linear metre

17mm

23mm

CM050013

CM050014

CM050013C

CM050014C
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United Kingdom


+44 (0)116 240 1088



sales@cobaeurope.com



www.cobaeurope.com

Germany


+49 (2161) 2945-0



verkauf@cobaeurope.de



www.cobaeurope.com/de

Slovakia


+421 41 507 11 12



sales@cobaeurope.sk



www.cobaeurope.com/sk

Poland


+48 (12) 446 92 30



sales@cobaeurope.pl
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France


+33 (0)645309278
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Contact us today
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